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Abstract 
Simonis, J., The [18,9,6] code is unique, Discrete Mathematics 106/107 (1992) 439-448. 
The paper contains a proof that all binary linear [ 18,9,6] codes are equivalent to the extended 
quadratic residue code of length 18. In addition, a complete description of the words and cosets 
of this code is given in terms of the special projective structure of the projective line over IF,,. 
Introduction 
Verhoeff’s regularly updated table of minimum distance bounds for binary 
linear codes [7] is doubtless a major tool for the coding theorist. However, the 
choice of the parameters, the length n and the dimension k of the codes, has 
made it somewhat unwieldy, for the entries with fixed redundancy r := n -k 
remain constant for long stretches of k. As a matter of fact, a table that gives 
bounds on the maximum dimension k[r, d] as a function of the redundancy r and 
the minimum distance d represents the same data in a more concise form. 
Moreover, since for odd d the obvious equality k[r, d] = k[r + 1, d + 11 holds (cf. 
the note below Definition l.l.l), we only have to consider even values of d. Such 
a table is rather disappointing, because large gaps in our knowledge already 
appear for small values of the parameters. On the other hand, a single new exact 
value of k[r, d] is a large step forward. Table 1 is based on [7] and one 
improvement from Hill and Traynor [3]. 
A closer look at the nontrivial part of the table reveals that quite a few of the 
entries correspond to codes that are well known to be unique: the first column 
contains the extended Hamming codes, the (11,8) entry is a first-order 
Reed-Muller code, the (12,8) entry the extended Golay code and the (8,6) entry 
has a generator matrix consisting of Fz minus a two-dimensional subspace. 
Moreover, all of these codes have attractive symmetry groups. One might be 
tempted to conjecture that all entries of the table are unique and beautiful, but 
the (13,s) entry provides an evident counterexample: generator matrices of 
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Table 1 
r,d 4 6 8 10 12 14 
4 4 
5 11 1 
6 26 1 
7 57 2 
8 120 4 1 
9 247 9 1 1 
10 502 14 2 1 
11 1013 23-27 5 1 1 
12 2036 36-52 12 1 1 
13 4083 53-77 12 2 1 1 
14 8178 68-112 14-21 2 1 1 
non-equivalent [25,12,8] codes can be obtained by adding an arbitrary column to 
a generator matrix of the extended Golay code. Nevertheless the table probably 
contains many other unique codes. In this paper the uniqueness of the (9,6) entry 
is shown. A uniqueness proof of the [24,14,6] extended Wagner code is soon to 
be expected. It is interesting to note that the lower bounds of the entries (11,6), 
(12,6) and (14,6) h ave been found by a computer search, an unpublished result 
by J.B. Shearer (1988). 
1. Basic ingredients 
We use the notation and terminology fixed in [6]. The elements of lF;I are 
identified with their support in the coordinate set S := (1, 2, . . . , n}. The 
complement of a subset T c S is denoted by T. If % c lF,” is a linear code, we 
define 
&;(%) := {X E % ) 1X(= i}, pi := ~j(~‘), 
and 
Ai(y) := I~,(~)(, B;(V) := I%$(%)l. 
If moreover, T is an arbitrary subset of S, then 
(e,:={CnTICE%} and %YT:={C~%(CcT}. 
In words: the code (eT consists of the intersections of T with all codewords in % 
and CeT is the part of % that is contained in T. 
Two useful facts are listed in the following. 
Proposition 1.1 [6, Proposition 2.21. (i) If we interpret %T’ as a subcode of Ye, 
then 
v$- = %I%’ 
The [ l&9,6] code is unique 
(ii) The dual codes (+I$)’ and ( %YT)I (with respect 
on P(T) = LFY) satisfy 
(%r), = (%‘)’ and (%‘)‘= (%‘),. 
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to the standard inner product 
(The shortened dual code is the dual of the punctured code.) 
Definition 1.1.1. Let %? be an [n, k, d] code with coordinate set S, and let 
S’:=SU {P} b e an extension of S to an (n + l)-set. Then the [n + 1, k, d’] code 
is 
@?:={YeS’jYnSE%and)Y(=O(mod2)} 
said to be obtained from % by adding an overall parity check. 
Note that: 
(i) The code $ is even. Hence d’ = d + 1 if d is odd. 
(ii) (@)p= %?. 
(iii) The dual of @ is equal to (@)’ = Zel @ (S’). 
The following result gives a lower bound for the minimum distance d(%,) of 
Proposition 1.2 [6, Proposition 2.3.11. For all T c S, we have 
d(%,) 2 d - t(%_i, 
the difference between the minimum weight of % and the covering radius t((e-3 of” 
ST, If, in particular, T E s&(S), then the minimum distance of the so-called 
residual code %T of % with respect to T satisfies the inequality 
d( VT) 3 d - i/2. 
Finally, in one place we shall use a result of Dodunekov and Manev [2]. 
Proposition 1.3. Any binary linear code of length n, dimension k and minimum 
weight d possesses a basis consisting of codewords of weight Cd + t, where 
k-l d 
t:=n - C 
j=O I 1 5’ 
Henceforth, % denotes a binary linear [18,9,6] code. 
2. The weight distribution of c& 
We first show that the parameters of ‘$7 and %I are the same: If T E 93i(%‘), 
then %’ is an [18 - i , 210 - i, ~61 code. (This follows from Proposition 1.1: 
dim %‘= 9 - dim &- = 9 - (i - dim (%T)‘) = 9 -i + dim (%l)’ Z= 10 - i.) 
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Verhoeff’s table [7] gives the non-existence of such codes for 1s i < 5. Hence %’ 
is an [18,9,6] code. 
Secondly, we show that % is an even code. Since 
Proposition 1.3 implies that % is generated by its words of weight six and seven. 
So it suffices to show that AT(%) = 0. Pick any word T E s&((e). Then (%‘)’ is an 
[ 11,3,6] code. The non-existence of [ll, 3,7] codes (see table [7]) guarantees 
that (%‘)’ contains at least one word, say U, of weight 6. Now note that (e’ 
contains the 7-word T. Note, on the other hand, that the (unique) [12,4,6] code 
%‘” is even. (See the discussion of the (8,6) entry of the table in the 
introduction.) This contradicts the existence of T. 
Now the weight distribution of % emerges as the unique solution of the 
MacWilliams equations (cf. [5]), A,,(%) = AIR(%) = 1, A6(%) = A 12( %) = 102, 
A,(%) = Alo(%) = 153, the rest 0. The weight distribution of %’ is, of course, 
identical to that of %‘. 
3. The uniqueness of V 
Proposition 3.1. The binary linear [18, 9, 61 code is unique. 
Proof. Take any word X E &((e). Then %” is a [12,3,6] code that contains the 
all-one vector. This code is readily seen to be unique, with generator matrix 
[ 
111111111111 
111111000000. 
111000111000 1 
The 12-set X is partitioned into four 3-sets S, which are the non-empty 
intersections of the 6-words in %“, and each of these S, contains three of the 
twelve 2-words of the dual code (%“)l= (%?‘)x. Let Yj.j, j = 1, 2, 3, be the words 
in +Zi such that the intersections yl,i fl X are the 2-words of ((e’), that are 
contained in S,. For fixed i the mutual position of the Yj,j can (up to coordinate 
permutations) be represented as 
[ 
111100 1 1 0 
110011 1 0 1 . 
001111 0 1 1  \ - 
X & 
The triplets 4 := {Yi,, fl x.2 fl X, Y,,, fl y1,3 fl X, Yj,, fl Y,? n X} are partitions of 
X into three 2-sets, and no pair of these triplets shares a 2-set. Such a set of four 
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Fig. 1 
mutually disjoint partitions of a 6-set is unique up to permutations. This can be 
seen as follows: if we identify the l-sets and the 2-sets in X with the points and 
the edges of the complete graph Kg, the partitions ?$ correspond to four of the 
five colours in a minimal edge-colouring of Kg. Such a colouring is well known to 
be unique. (See [l, Proposition 8.11, where the authors use the term ‘l- 
factorisation’ for colouring. See also Fig. 1: the symmetry axes through the 
vertices correspond to the fifth colour.) 
Hence the 8-dimensional subcode 9 c %l spanned by the yi,j is unique. Since 
(e’ is spanned by G@ and the all-one vector S, the same holds true for %l (and, of 
course, %.) 
Choosing S and two words Yi,i for each i as rows, we obtain a generator matrix 
of%?l=%oftheform 
G := 
‘1 1 1 1 1 1 
111010 
101101 
110101 
101110 
110110 
101011 
111001 
100111 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1- 
110000000000 
101000000000 
000110000000 
000101000000 
000000110000 
000000101000 
000000000110 
000000000101 _ 
(Here we have chosen the partitions PI := ((1, 3}, {(2,5}, (4 6}}, gz::= = 
{{1,4), {2,6], {3,5]], 93::= {{1,5), {2,4), {3,6)} and gd:= ((1, 6}, {2,3}, 
(4, 5)) respectively.) 0 
Remark 3.2. Our code V is nicely represented as the [X3,9,6] extended 
quadratic residue code. (See Chapter 16 of [5] for a comprehensive treatment.) 
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By Gleason and Prange’s theorem, the symmetry group $3 contains a subgroup 
isomorphic to 9r’YZ(2, 17), a group of order 18 . 17.8 = 2448. The uniqueness 
proof given above was based on the choice of an arbitrary 6-word X E Ye, so 93 
acts transitively on the 102 6-words of %‘. Moreover, the stabilizer 9& of X in 93 is 
isomorphic to the subgroup of the symmetric group Ye that leaves the quadruplet 
{C!?,, gZ:, 9, gd4) of partitions invariant. This group is isomorphic to the oc- 
tahedral group (=YJ (see Fig. 1). So 3, having the order 102.24 = 2448, 
actually is isomorphic to 993(2, 17). 
4. A geometric description of V and ‘&I 
In this section, Hirschfeld’s monograph [4] will serve as a general reference. If 
we identify the coordinate set S of the codes %’ and %’ with the projective line 
PG(l,l7) := [F,7 U {m}, we can give a geometric interpretation of the elements 
and the cosets of % and %‘. We have seen that the symmetry group of % and +Zel 
is isomorphic to YY’Z(2, 17), so we focus on the BYLZ-geometry of PG(l, 17) 
rather than on its projective geometry. The following observations are useful in 
this respect. 
4.1. Basic Facts 
(i) Since 9Y_Y?(2, 17) is a normal subgroup of B%3’(2, 17), any two projec- 
tively equivalent subsets of PG(1,17) have isomorphic stabilizers in 993’(2, 17). 
Hence if we want to study such a stabilizer, we can suppose any three of its points 
to have the coordinates 0, 1 and m. 
(ii) Since 9Y3’(2, 17) has index 2 in 9’%3(2, 17), each subset D c PG(l, 17) is 
of one of the following two types: 
Type 1: the stabilizer ??93’(2, 17)D equals the stabilizer 95!33(2, 17). and the 
projective equivalence class of D is the union of two equally sized ?J’YZ- 
equivalence classes. 
Type 2: CP9’9(2, 17). has index 2 in BKLZ(2, 17)D and the S.YLk’-equivalence 
class of D coincides with its projective equivalence class. 
4.2. The elements of order 2, 3, 4 and 8 in PYLZ(2, 17) 
We use basic fact (i) to identify certain elements of LYY@(2, 17) needed in the 
sequel. 
(i) Since -1 is a square in [Fr,, the hyperbolic involutions are precisely the 
9’9’3-involutions. (The permutation (0 m)(l p) is induced by the projective 
transformation x HP/X, an element of YEZ(2, 17) if and only if -p is a square. 
The fixed points are the solutions of the equation x2 =p.) 
(ii) The elements of order three in 9%9(2, 17) are contained in g.YZ(2, 17). 
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(The permutation ( m 0 1) is induced by the Y.YZ-transformation IX :x H 
l/(1 -x). Note that the orbit set of LY consists of the six triplets (00, 0, l}, 
{2,16,9}, {3,8,12}, {4,11,5}, {6,10,15} and {7,14,13}.) 
(iii) Since -2 is a square in lFr7, all elements of order four in 9%Y(2, 17) are 
contained in BZ%‘.Z(2, 17). (The permutation (0 1 ~0 p) is projectively induced if 
and only if p = -1, i.e. if (0, m} separates (1, p} harmonically. The permutation 
(0 1 cc - 1) is induced by the LPY’._Y-transformation 6 :x H (1 + x)/(1 -x). The 
orbit set of /3 consists of the four harmonic quadruplets (0, 1, cc, 16}, 
(2, 14, 8, 6}, (3, 15, 11, 9} and {5,7,10,12} and the two fixed points (4) and 
(131. 
(iv) Since both 13 and 8 are squares in [FL7, all elements of order eight in 
CK!L!Z(2, 17) are contained in BYdip(2, 17). (An g-cycle (0 1 00 p . . .) is projec- 
tively induced if and only if p = 5 or p = 10. The corresponding projective 
transformations y :x I-+ (5x - 1)/(x - 1) and 6 : x H (10x - 1)/(x - 1) have the 
respective determinants 13 and 8. In both cases, the orbit set consists of two fixed 
points and two 8-sets. The orbits of y, for example, are the points (8) and (9) 
and the g-sets (0, 1, m,5,6,16,3,7} and {2,9,14,4,12,10,13, ll} .) 
Remark 4.1. A complete analysis reveals that the group ??.W’(2, 17) consists of 
the identity, 153 involutions, 272 elements of order three 306 elements of order 
four, 612 elements of order eight, 816 elements of order nine and 288 elements of 
order seventeen (the translations). 
4.3. Subsets of Type 1 in PG(l, 17) 
Now we describe some subsets of PG(l, 17) with large BL?‘Z’-symmetry. 
(i) The LYYZ-s ta 1 izer of a triplet in PG(l, 17) is isomorphic to the dihedral b’l’ 
group &. Hence basic fact (ii) implies that the BYLZ-geometry distinguishes two 
kinds of triplets. In fact there is an easy way to tell them apart: a triplet 
{x, y, z} c PG(l, 17) will be called red if the expression (X - y)(y - z)(z -x) is a 
square in IF,, and blue if is not. (If one of the points happens to be a, we merely 
drop the two factors involved.) 
Note than an element of order three in pYL!?(2, 17) has three red and three 
blue orbits. The transformation (Y:.x H l/(1 -x), for instance, has the red orbits 
{co, 0, I>, (4, II, 5) and (7, 14,3} and the blue orbits {2,16,9}, {3,8,12} and 
(6, 10, 15). 
(ii) The ??YZ- stabilizer of a harmonic quadruplet is isomorphic to the 
dihedral group C&. Again, by basic fact (ii), we infer that there must be two 
kinds. As a matter of fact, a quadruplet is harmonic if and only if all its 
subtriplets have the same colour. A harmonic quadruplet containing red (blue) 
triangles will be called a red (blue) square. 
The orbit set of an element of order four in ??YZ(2, 17) contains two red 
squares and two blue ones. (E.g. the red orbits of p:x ~(1 +x)/(1 -x) are 
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(0, l,~, 16) and {5,7,10,12}, and its blue orbits are {2,14,8,6} and 
{3,15,11,9>.) 
(iii) Let D P c G(l, 17) be a 6-set such that SV!ZZ(2, 17), = Y4. Then the 
points of D can be identified with the vertices of a regular octahedron in a natural 
way: the orbit of an element of order four consists of a ‘square’ and two 
‘antipodal points’. Any two of these antipodal point pairs separate each other 
harmonically. (If we represent PG(l, 17) as a conic in the projective plane 
PG(2,17), then sets like D are obtained as intersections with polar triangles.) 
Henceforth, we shall use the term octahedron for sets like D with octahedron 
symmetry. The stabilizer ??%Y(2, 17). consists of hyperbolic involutions and 
elements of order 1, 3 and 4, so SVZ!?(2, 17)D = YYZ(2, 17)D. Hence the 
gY%‘-geometry distinguishes two kinds of octahedra: those with red ‘faces’ and 
blue ‘interior triangles’ and those with the colours reversed. Note that the squares 
of a red octahedron are blue. 
There are several ways to construct a red octahedron. For instance: 
Recipe 1. Choose an element o E Y.!YZ(2, 17) of order three and take the 
union of two red orbits. (These become antipodal faces.) 
Recipe 2. Choose an element p E ??.Y’Z(2, 17) of order four and take the union 
of any blue 4-orbit and the two fixed points. 
(iv) If the s ta 1 tzer p%Y(2, 17), of an 8-set E c PG(l, 17) contains an b’l’ 
element of order eight, then Y’S~(2, 17)E = p.YZ(2, 17), = as. (Take for 
instance the orbit E := (0, 1, ~0, 5, 6, 16, 3, 7) of the transformation y :x H (5x - 
1)/(x - 1). Then E has the additional symmetry (1)(16)(0 m)(5 7)(6 3), induced 
by the hyperbolic involution o:x H l/x.) For this reason, we shall call E an 
octagon. We shall distinguish an octagon by the number of red triplets contained 
in it: if this number is 32, the octagon is red, if not, it is blue. Here are two 
recipes: 
Recipe 1. Choose an element p E pYZZ(2, 17) of order four. Then the union of 
the two blue 4-orbits is a red octagon. 
Recipe 2. Choose any two elements x, y E PG(l, 17). Then the set 
{z 1 {x, y, z} is blue} 
is a red octagon. 
4.4. The words of weight 6 and 8 in % and % i 
(i) The words of weight 6 in % and %I are the octahedra in PG(l, 17). 
Proof. As a by-product of our uniqueness proof, we established that the words of 
weight 6 have octahedral symmetry and hence are octahedra in the sense of 4.3, 
part (iii). Moreover, their number, 204, equals that of the octahedra. (Each of 
the (‘3”) triplets in PG(l, 17) is a face of two octahedra and an octahedron has 
eight faces.) q 
The B.Y’Z-symmetry of the codes guarantees that one of the two codes contains 
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the red octahedra and the other the blue ones. We arbitrarily assign the colour 
red to the code %. 
(ii) The words of weight 8 in % (%‘l) are the red (blue) octagons. 
Proof. Combining Recipe 2 for octahedra with Recipe 1 for octagons, we see that 
a red octagon can be obtained as a sum (symmetric difference) of two red 
octahedra. Since there are (:“) = 153 red octagons, we obtain all words of weight 
8 in this way. q 
4.5. The cosets of (e 
The sets of the cosets X + %, X E [Fix, of %? is partitioned into orbits with 
respect to the action of LF’YLZ’(2, 17), and our goal is to describe these orbits. The 
weight of a coset 2 is the minimum weight of the elements of 2 and a coset leader 
of 2 is an element that takes that weight. We shall have to deal with cosets of 
weight 1 up to 4. (The covering radius of % turns out to be equal to 4.) 
(i) The group ??.YLY(2, 17) acts doubly transitively on PG(l, 17). Hence both 
the 18 cosets of weight one and the 153 cosets of weight two form a coset orbit. 
(ii) Two 3-sets are in the same coset if and only if their sum is a word of 
weight 6 (a red octahedron). Hence all coset leaders of a weight three coset have 
the same colour, and there are two orbits of weight three cosets. A red triplet is 
contained in two and a blue triplet in three red octahedra, so the 816 triplets yield 
136 red cosets and 102 blue cosets of weight three. 
(iii) Since %? fl %’ = (4, S}, the even weight cosets of % each contain exactly 
two complementary codewords of %‘l. So we have three even coset orbits: % 
itself, the cosets containing words of weight six in YZel (blue octahedra) and those 
containing words of weight eight in CeL (blue octagons). Now since a blue octagon 
like {2,9,14,4,12,10,13, ll} contains red octahedra like {2,9,11,14, 10,12}, 
the blue octagons represent cosets of weight two. Hence the remaining 102 cosets 
of weight four are represented by the words of weight 6 in (el, i.e. by blue 
octahedra. 
Table 2 gives the complete weight distribution of the six types of cosets. (Note 
that Ai = AI+; for all i.) 
Table 2 
A,, A, A, A, A, A, A, A, A, A, 
v 1 0 0 0 0 0 102 0 153 0 
I 0 1 0 0 0 34 0 136 0 170 
II 0 0 1 0 10 0 76 0 169 0 
III0 0 0 0 3 0 36 0 117 0 200 
Zllh 0 0 0 4 0 30 0 132 0 180 
IV 0 0 0 0 15 0 67 0 174 0 
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5. Related codes 
5.1. The [17, 9, 51 codes 
Since the symmetry group of the unique [l&9,6] code %’ acts transitively (and 
in fact 2-transitively) on the coordinate set S, all [17,9,5] codes %ep, P E S, are 
equivalent. But all [17,9,5] codes can be obtained in this way (see Definition 
1.1.1). Hence all [17,9,5] codes are equivalent. 
5.2. The [17, 8, 6] codes 
If %J is a [17,8,6] code, the non-existence of [17 - i, 9 - i, 61 codes for i s i s 4 
implies that gal is a [17,9,5] code. Since the latter code is unique, we find that all 
[17,8,6] codes are equivalent. 
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